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Toss-ups
l. His father, Jedidiah, was the author of the first geography book published in America.
He himself was an art student and produced portraits of the Marquis de Lafayette and
William Cullen Bryant. He was an inventor on the side, unsuccessfully laying claim to
the daguerreotype in court. Later, it would take a Supreme Court decision of 1854 to
protect his most famous work. For ten points, name this inventor who upon hearing of
the discovery of electromagnetism, invented the telegraph.
Answer: _S_amuel Finley Breese _Morse_

2. In 267, Odacnathus and his son Herodes were assassinated leaving Vaballathus as ruler
of their Roman colony. The real power, however, lay in the hands of his mother who led
successful campaigns in Egypt and Asia Minor, and then declared independence from
Rome. For ten points, name this queen who was captured by Marcus Aurelius in 272
during the siege of Palmyra.
'
Answer: Zenobia
3. Now that he's decided to retire at age 76, he's planning on doing a bit of travel -nothing terribly interesting, just places he's been before. For ten points, name this
Democratic senator, the first from his state to be elected four terms in a row, who is
scheduled in October to become the oldest man to enter outer space.
Answer: John Glenn
4. In 1932, this author began to render The Tale of Genji into modem Japanese, which
had a profound effect on his style toward a lyricism that was absent in books such as
_Some Prefer Nettles_. His works_ The Key_ and _The Diary of a Mad Old Man_
reflect a return to youth in old age, but his primary theme was that of the effects of
modernity on traditional culture. For ten points, identify this author who explored the
decline of Japanese aristocracy in _The Makioka Sisters_.
Answer: Junichuro Tanizaki
5. Though it is apparently a chaotic mess" incorporating such elements as large glass
walls, masses of finished stone, and curved shapes in titanium, the building does have
some order, being oriented around a huge atrium capped with a metal dome. Inside,
walkways, glass elevatiors, and stairwells connect nineteen galleries ranging from classical
to amorphous in shape which allow for versatility in presentation of works. For ten
points, name this museum designed by Frank O. Gehry, recently built in The Basque
province of Spain.
The _Guggenheim Museum Bilbao_
6. By 1019, this city had developed a government consisting of an assembly, called a
veche, which elected its prince. Later, the city itself was considered sovereign, and the
prince was merely its protector. A major trading city, it was the easternmost market for

the Hanseatic League. A series of wars with Muscovy in the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries resulted in its subjugation by Ivan III. For ten points, identify this Russian
city, site of a 1326 treaty between Russia and· Norway.
Answer: _Novgorod_
7.
The name is the same. The most urbanized province in China, found on the Yalu
river bordering both Russia and North Korea, and a Japanese beer owned by Mitsubishi.
For ten points, identify this two syllable word, also associated with the equivalent of the
unicorn in Japanese mythology.
Answer: Kirin
8.
They are a group of colorless, odorless, nonflammable, noncorrosive
chlorofluorocarbons and fluorocarbons and were commonly found in aerosols as
propellants. Engineered and trademarked by E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company,
their low boiling points, low surface tensions, and low viscosities are perfect for cooling
other substances. For ten points, name this type of gas commonly found in air
conditioners and refrigerating units.
Answer: - Freon- s
9. Born and raised in Arkansas, his family e9sured that he was exposed to high culture,
insisting that he listen to Beethoven and Brahms records and to Chopin on their player
piano. As a socialist he went to fight in the Spanish Civil War, and eventually moved
permanently to Mexico, where he lived until his death in 1997. For ten points, name this
polytemporalist composer of Studies for Player Piano.
Answer: Samuel Conlon - Nancarrow-

10. In January or early February, most of the yearly rain has fallen in Israel, and this
celebration takes place. Sephardim sing complas, while ashkenazim will eat fifteen
different types of fruit. For ten points, name this Jewish holiday, the Israeli equivalent to
Arbor Day.
Answer: Tu Be' shevat
11. Beginning in 1909, he was his country's first full-time Minister of Labor, and on the
death of Laurier, he became Liberal Party leader. A lonely bachelor, his journals revealed
that he often communicated with the spirits of family, friends, and great leaders for
advice. Whether or not he was a bit loose in the head, he managed to pull Canada out of
the Great Depression. For ten points, name this wartime Canadian Prime Minister.
Answer:, William Lyon _Mackenzie King_
12. Born John Joseph Ryan on December 30, 1922, he appeared in Dr. No as the first
man to portray Felix Leiter. For ten points, name this actor who died Thursday, best
known for playing Detective Steve McGarrett on Hawaii Five-O.
Answer: Jack - Lord-

13. In his _The Raging Tide, or the Black Doll's Embroglio-, four stuffed animals maim
each other with such objects as loofahs, syrup, cracker crumbs, and cookie cutters. Some
of his other bizarre works include _The Fatal Lozenge-, _The Glorious Nosebleed-, _The
Chinese Obelisks-, and _The Doubtful Guest_. For ten points, name this cartoonist who
had Basil assaulted by bears, Fanny sucked dry by a leech, and Olive run through with an
awl in _The Ghastlycrumb Tinies_.
Answer:, Edward _Gorey_
14. This member of the nobility entered the Spanish military in 1524, and proved to be
so adept that he was appointed governor of Fuenterrabia after its capture. He then fought
in Tunis and won a major battle aganst the Schmalkaldik League at Muhlberg in 1547, and
in 1580, he conquered Portugal. For ten points, name this warrior who is best known for
his role in opposing Protestant uprisings in the Low Countries through his Council of
Blood.
Answer: Fernando Alvarez de Toledo y Pementel,
Third - Duke of Alva- or - Alba
15. They appear to Isaiah in his Temple Vision reciting what to the Jews is the Kadosh
and to the Greek Orthodox the Trisagion: "Holy, holy, holy is the lord of hosts; the
whole world is full of his glory." In art they are depicted as having six wings and are
usually colored red. For ten points, name these "burning ones" who are the highest
ranking of the angels.
Answer: _Seraph jm
16. This author's first novel was _The City, and the Dogs_ which depicted a group of
adolescents attempting to survive in the dangerous atmosphere of a military school. He
later satirized the military and religious fanaticism in _Captain Pantoja and the Special
Service_ and criticized the government of Manuel Orida in _Conversation in the
Cathedral_. For ten points, name this Peruvian author who lost a presidential election in
1990 to Alberto Fujimori.
Answer: JOIje Mario Pedro _Vargas Llosa_
17. Classical economists believed there to be a paradox. In comparing bread and jade,
obviously the former was necessary to survival, and thus should be in greater demand,
yet, jade had the higher price. By the end of the ninteenth century, this paradox had been
solved, in noting that in times of plenty, an additional slice of bread was often negligible.
For ten points, name this economic concept which is high for scarce commodities and low
for commonplace commodities.
Answer: _Marginal Utility_
18. When it came time to draw the borders of the Soviet republics, Joseph Stalin
purposefully divided this area to create large minorities in otherwise homogenous

territories. One of the most densely populated areas of Central Asia, it lies between the
Tien Shan and Gissar-Altay mountain ranges. For ten points, name this valley found on
the borders of Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, and Kyrghyzia, which contains the cities of
Namangan, Khodzhent, and Samarkand.
Answer: _Fergana_ Valley
19. An old army buddy, played by Don Rickles visits the main character, thinking him to
be just a greeting card saleman; he uses a little black book in his host's booby-trapped
apartment to find a date, and the two end up the target for beautiful KAOS agents.
Hilarity ensues. This is a sample plot from a mid-sixties comedy starring Edward Platt,
Barbara Feldon, and Don Adams. For ten points, name this show depicting the exploits
of agents 86 and 99.
Answer: Get Smart
20. Long thought to be similar to club mosses and horsetails, this plant has since been
differentiated as more complex. It begins life in the sporophyte stage, which resembles a
moss. This form then fertilizes itself, creating a gametophyte plant that replaces the
sporophyte. For ten points, identify this fronded, nonflowering plant that dominated the
carboniferous period.
Answer: - Fern- s
2l. His chief temples were the Esagila and the Etemenanki ziggurat, his consort was the
goddess Zarbanit, and he was associated with the planet Jupiter. He was both a warrior
and a farmer, having been depicted carrying a farmer's spade. For ten points, name this
god of the city of Babylon whose battles with the evil force Tiamat are recounted in the
Enuma Elish.
Anaswer: - Marduk22.
He was a melancholy and lonely Dane, noticing early in his father's behavior a
"Great Earthquake", the sorrow felt by an orthodox Lutheran who hurled a curse at God
in his youth. This gloom was reflected in his writings where he claimed that there were
three forms of life: aesthetic, ethical, and religious. Unfortunately, his genius was not
recognized during his life, which panned 1813-1855. FTP, name this Danish philospher
whose theories have been labeled "theistic existentialism."
Answer: Soren _Kierkegaard_
It was he who converted and baptized Saint Augustine, and, viewing the church as
23.
the replacement for the fallen Roman Empire, he wrote much on the relationship between
church and state. A crafty politician, he was outspoken in both the separation of church
and state and the church's dominant position in society, above that of government. For
ten points, name this saint who went from heathen to bishop of Milan in the span of
eight days.
Answer: Saint - Ambrose-

24. Favored for patients that did not respond to electroshock treatments, the benefits
icluded reduced tension, reduced agitation, and a more manageable personality.
Unfortunately, the undesired results included apathy, passivity, attention deficit, and a
lessening in emotional response to life. For ten points, name this surgical process which
involved entering the brainpan through an eyesocket in order to disconnect a portion of
the brain.
Answer: Transorbital_Lobotomy_
25. He was a member of the Peoples' Republican party when it was banned following
the 1960 military coup of the Menderes legislative dictatorship. He re-emerged a year
later as the leader of the Justice Party, became Prime Minister, and was overthrown by
the military in 1971. He made a comeback, was once again elected Prime Minister, and
was again overthrown in 1980. For ten points, name this resilient world leader, the
current President of Turkey.
Answer: Suleyman _Demirel_
26. At its top stood a statue of either Alexander the Great or Ptolemy I as the sun god
Helios. Standing over 350 feet tall, it was in three sections: square, octagonal, and
cylindrical from bottom to top. Still standing'in the twelfth century, a mosque was built
in the top chamber in place of the beacon. For ten points, name this wonder of the
ancient world which protected ships sailing to Egypt.
Answer: The _Lighthouse at Pharos_
27. Lying on the Rio Ace Chaute, it was founded in 1525 near a similarly-named volcano.
It was colonial capital of Cuscatlan province of New Spain and served as the capital of
the United Provinces of Central America until that country fell apart. It has since served
as the capital of its country and has seen political turmoil since the rise of leftist groups in
the 1970s. For ten points, name this Pacific city, capital ofEI Salvador.
Answer: - San Salvador28. The ratio of plagioclase and alkalai feldspars is the usual criterion for classification of
this type of rock. They most often have less than 20% quartz and ferrous materials. For
ten points nam this rock, formed by the cooling of magma at depth, which is often used in
construction.
Answer: - Granite29. Among his Exemplary Stories are "The D'og's Colloquy", "The Jealous
Extremaduran", "Rinconete and Cortadillo", and "the Little Gypsy Girl" all of which
depict life in early seventeenth century Spain. For ten points, name this author, more
famous for creating the chivalrous yet delusional knight errant, Don Quixote of La
Mancha.
Answer: Miguel de _Cervantes_ Ssavdera

30. It contains the first snowscape in the history of western art. Completed by the
Limbourg brothers for their patron in the early fifteenth century, it is an excellent example
of Gothic painting and is the inspiration for much further art. For ten points, name this
work which was composed in the form of a calendar.
Answer: _Les Tres Riche Heures du Duc de Berry_

/
Bonuses

/

l. 30 point bonus

Plant family rubiaceae is more important than you may think. Identify these
things derived from plants of this family for the stated number of points.
5: This most common derivative is a brown caffienated fluid often drunk at
breakfast.
Answer: - Coffee10: Derived from genus cinchona, this fluid is widely used to prevent and cure
malaria.
Answer: _Quinine_
15: This derivitave of genus cephaelis is used as a vomit-inducing medicine.
Answer:" _Ipecac_
2. 30 point bonus
Identify the following controversial videos of the early eighties, for the stated
number of points.
5: Frankie Goes to Hollywood filmed this video in a notorious British gay club,
causing it to be banned by the BBC.
Answer: - Relax:10: Due to brief nudity, religious themes, and female mud wrestling, MTv banned
this 1981 Duran Duran video.
Answer: Girls on Film
15: This Soft Cell video was banned by the BBC due to depictions of the title
character involved in sado-masochistic exploits with transvestites.
Answer: Sex Dwarf
3. 30 point bonus
Provide the results of mixing the following colors, for ten points each.
Additive mixture of green and red light:
Answer: - YellowSubstractive mixture of magenta and cyan light.
Answer: Blue
Addititve mixture of magenta and green light.
Answer: White
***4. 30 point bonus
Identify this person, 30-20-10
30: He is the owner of the copy of the Magna Carta on display in the National
Archives.

20: Between 1957 and 1962, he worked for IBM, then he founded Electronic
Data Systems, which he sold to General Motors in 1984, in favor of an investment and
real estate firm in Dallas.
10: Fed up with the performance of the two political parties in the US, he entered
as a third-party candidate in the 1992 presidential election.
Answer: H. Ross - Perot5. 30 point bonus
Identify the following cheeses for the stated number of points
5: Enzymes breaking down proteins on the surface of this soft Belgian cheese give
it its famous pungent aroma.
Answer: _Limburger_
10: A drum-shaped orange cheese, it comes from a Brittish town near Bath and
Exmoor with a famous gorge.
Answer: Cheddar
15 : This Italian cheese is traditionally aged in caves and contains vems of
pennecillin mold.
Answer: _Gorgonzola_
6. 30 point bonus
Identify the following Icelandic Sagas tor fiteen points each:
In this saga, the hero and Gunnar must contend with feuding families and the
conversion oflceland to Christianity.
Answer: _Njal's Saga_
This saga is the story of five generations of Iclanders, most notably among them,
Gudrun who is the cause of the death of a man she loves but cannot marry.
Answer: _Laxdaela Saga_
7. 30 point bonus
How well do you know your all-Madden team? FTP each, name the player.
a)nicknamed the A-Train by Madden, this Tampa Bay fullback pushed a 206 ton train on
the recent FOX specialAnswer: Mike - Alstottb)"a sick individual" this Minnesota Viking led the league in sacks
Answer: John Randle
c)this Detroit Lion wide receiver led the league in receptions, plus his wife Angela is a
well-known ladies' kickboxerAnswer: . Herman - Moore8 30 point bonus
Identify the capitals of these states of India for fifteen points each.
a)Maharashtra
Answer: _Bombay_

b)Tamil Nadu
Answer:

Madras

9. 30 point bonus
Given an African nation, identify the person who served as its president or prime
minister upon independence.
Uganda
Answer: Milton Obote
Ghana
Answer:' K warne Nkrumah
Malawi
Answer: Hastings Kamuzu _Banda_
10. 30 point bonus
The holiday of Kwanzaa celebrates seven principles, one for each of the last seven days
of the year. For five points each, name any six of these principles.
Answer: _Unity~ _ Self-determination~ _Collective
responsibility~ _Cooperative economics~
_Purpose~ _Creativity~ and _Faith_

11. Identify the following Barbizon School painters from works, for ten points each.
"The Milkmaid" and "The Riding Lesson"
Answer: Jean-Francois - Millet"Forest Scene"
Answer: Narcisse-Virgile Diaz _de la Pen a_
"Descent of the Cattle" and "Under th€1 Birches, Evening"
Answer: Theodore Rousseau

12. given the US governmental post, provide the British equivalent, for the stated number
of points.
5: Secretary of State
Answer: _Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs~
_Foreign Secretary~ or _Foreign Minister_
5: Secretary of Defense:
Answer: Minister of Defense
10: Secretary of the Navy
Answer: _First Lord of the Admiralty_
10: Secretay of the Treasury :
Answer: _Chancellor of the Exchequer_
13. 30 point bonus

Answer the following questions about the corrupt bargain of 1824, for ten points
each.
Who received a plurality of the popular vote in that year's election?
Answer: Andrew Jackson
Who became president after a vote int he House of Representatives?
Answer: _J_ohn _Q_uincy _Adams
Who became Adams' Secretary of State after having thrown his support for him in
the legislative vote?
Answer: Henry _Clay_
14. 30 point bonus
Answer the following questions about coniferous forests, for the stated number of
points.
5: Identify the northern circumpolar coniferous forest, also called boreal, which
grows on marshy soil.
Answer:. _Taiga_
10: Identify the compacted, fungus-laden layer of humus found in coniferous
forests .
Answer: - Mor.15: Identify the light-colored acidic soil found in coniferous forests.
Answer: Podzal
15. 30 point bonus
Identify these authors from roles in film, for the stated number of points.
5: He made a cameo appearance in the film based on his work, Mother Night.
Answer: Kurt _ Vonnegut--, Jr.
10: He's appeared in several films, including roles as Director Josef in Gattaca and as
senator Brickley Paiste in Bob Roberts.
Answer: Gore Vidal
15: His only film appearance was as the eccentric millionare Lionel Twain in Murder by
Death.
Answer: Truman _Capote_
16. Identify the sculptor from works, 30-20-10
30: The Man with the Broken Nose
20: Monument to Balzac
10: The Thinker
Answer: Auguste _Rodin_
17. Identify the following twentieth century American novels from characters, for fifteen
points, or five ont he author.
15 : Count Greffi, Catherine Barkley
5: Ernest Hemingway

Answer: A Farewell to Arms
15: Daisy Miller, Meyer Wolfsheim
5: F. Scott _Fitzgerald_
Answer: _The Great Gatsby_
18. Identify these things associated with the myth of Apollo, for ten points each.
This is the floating island on which he was born.
Answer: - DelosIn his youth he travelled to a second island where he killed a dragon. Name either
the island or the dragon.
Answer; _Pytho_ or _Python_
Finally, that island changed its name. Identify its new name:
Answer: _Del phi_
19.Answer these questions about the Battle of Leuctra for ten points each.
Who won?
Answer: Thebes
Who lost?
Answer: _Sparta_
Within five years, in what year did it occur?
Answer: 371 BC

20. You've heard plenty about the news, what do you know about television news panel
shows? Identify these programs for ten points each.
This NBC program recently celebrated its 50th anniversary.
Answer: Meet the Press
Poor George Will, when David Brinkley left this program, he was the only regular
not to be made a cohost.
Answer: - This Week- with Sam and Kokie
This syndicated program features such guests as Clarence Page and Elanor Clift.
Answer: _The McLaughlin Group_
21. 30 point bonus
This year commemorateds the 25th anniversary of the Roe v. Wade decision, one
of the more divisive legal cases in American history. For ten points, name the six justices
who wrote opinions for the case.
Answer: Harry _Blackmun_; Potter _ Stewart_;
William _Rhenquist~ Warren _Burger~ William
_Douglas_; Byron _White_
t

22. Identify the statesman 30-20-10
30: He wrote a novel, Savrola, around the tum of the century.

20 : He wrote The River War, a historical account of the Battle of Omdurman, in
which he participated.
10: He bacame Prime Minister of the UK on May 10, 1940
Answer: Winston Churchill
23 . 30-20-10, name the element
30: This element was first detected by Adair Crawford and William Cruikshank in
1790 in a namesake Scottish town in Argyl.
20: Humphrey Davy isolated this metal in 1808 by electrolyzing a mixture of
moist hydroxide with mercuric oxide using a mercury cathode and then evaporating the
mercury from the amalgam.
10: Similar to calcium, it causes cance~ when it enters the bones of fallout victims.
24. Identify the following patron saints for the stated number of points.
5. Lost property
Answer: St. _Anthony_
10. Television
Answer: St. Francis of Asissi
15. Taxi Drivers
Answer: St Fiacre
25 . Given the definition of a philosophical term, identify it, for fifteen points each.
The study and/or philosophy of knowledge.
Answer: _Epistomology_
The approach espoused by Aristotle that all things have a purpose.
Answer: _Teleological_Approach or _Teleology_
26. At this year's Golden Globes, the winner for best actor in a television drama, gave his
award to one of the other nominees. For fif\een points each, name first the winner and
second the recipient of the gift.
Answer: Ving _Rhames_ and Jack _Lemmon_
27. Bodies of water that border it include the Saronic Gulf, the Gulf of Argolis, the
Myrtoum Sea, the Gulf of Laconia, and the Gulf of Messenie. Cities on it include Patras,
Olympia, Helos, Argos, and Sparta. For ten points name this peninsula seperatd from
the Balkan mainland by an isthmus near Corinth.
Answer: _Peleponnese_
28. Given the following artistic periods -- gothic, late gothic, early renaissance, and high
renaissance -- identify which period each of the following fall into, for ten points each.
Duccio
Answer: - GothicVander Weiden

Answer: Lte Gothic
Boticcelli
Answer: _Early renaissance_
29. 30 point bonus
Given characters from a Shakespearean play, name the play FTP each
a)Pease Blossom, Mustard SeedAnswer: _A Midsummer Night's Dream_
b)Tamora, Lavinia
Answer:

Titus Andronicus

c)Rosalind, Orlando
Aanswer: - As You Like It-

30. Identify the composers of the following " Spanish" compositions
Spanish Rhapsody
Answer: Franz Liszt
Espana
Answer: Alexis-Emmanuel Chabrier
Cappriccio Espangol
Answer; Nikolai _Rimsy-Korsakov_

